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Interpretation and the Interpreter.

On the Role of the Interpreter in Davidsonian

Foundational Semantics

Kathrin Glüer

Abstract

According to Donald Davidson, “what a fully informed interpreter could learn about

what a speaker means is all there is to learn; the same goes for what the speaker

believes” (Davidson 1983, 148). This is a foundational claim about the nature of se-

mantic properties: these are evidence-constituted properties. They are determined

by the principle of charity on the basis of data about the behaviour of the speaker(s).

But what exactly is the role of the interpreter in the Davidsonian account of mean-

ing determination? Is she merely a dramatic device or an essential element of the

metaphysical picture? In this paper, I investigate whether we can get help in an-

swering these questions from David Lewis’s (1983) distinction between natural and

unnatural properties.

1 Introduction

One of the most fundamental questions in the philosophical theory of meaning is the

following: “What is it for words to mean what they do” (Davidson 1984, xiii). After being

quite a hot topic in the 1970ies and 80ies, meaning theory is presently making quite a

comeback in philosophy – now mostly under the name of “foundational semantics”.1

Stalnaker, who coined the new expression, explains:

[T]here are questions, which I will call questions of ‘foundational seman-

tics’, about what the facts are that give expressions their semantic values, or

1Sometimes, foundational semantics is called “metasemantics”. This is Kaplan’s term for essentially the
same thing. Cf. Kaplan 1989.
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more generally, about what makes it the case that the language spoken by a

particular individual or community has a particular descriptive semantics.

(Stalnaker 1997, 535.)

While this passage elegantly captures essential and central elements, the philosophical

theory of meaning is a somewhat larger topic than indicated here, however. A ques-

tion of great importance for earlier discussions, for instance, concerns the form the de-

scriptive semantics for a natural language should take. What kind of formalism should

we employ when doing natural language semantics? Should we work with Davidsonian

truth-theories, will we be better off with possible worlds semantics, or should we use

something else entirely? Questions like these are clearly foundational – how we answer

them has consequences for our take on the nature of meaning.

Nevertheless, foundational questions can be characterized as questions about mean-

ing determination, where determination is understood as a metaphysical relation. It re-

lates one domain of objects, or facts – the determination base – to another – the deter-

mination target. In our case, the items in the target are meanings or semantic values.

An expression’s having a (particular) meaning or semantic value is what we can call a

“meaning fact”. Metaphysically speaking, it is the facts in the determination base that, as

Stalnaker puts it, “give expressions their semantic values”. Questions concerning all three

aspects of determination – base, target, and relation – are equally foundational, and a sat-

isfactory account of meaning determination therefore needs to provide answers to three

basic (clusters of) questions:

1. What is it to have meaning? What kind of items does the determination target

contain? I.e. what are meanings or semantic values? And what kind of a fact is a

meaning fact? What form of semantic theory is needed for capturing these facts?

2. What is in the determination base? What kind of item is doing the determining?

What kinds of facts are responsible for linguistic expressions’ having meaning?

3. What is the determination relation? There are very many determination relations

from any given domain into any other. Which one is doing the metaphysical work

in the case at hand? By what principle do the meaning determining facts deter-

mine meaning?2

2This crucial question is surprisingly often overlooked in discussions of meaning determination. These
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In what follows, I shall explore a particular aspect of a by now classical answer to

these questions: Donald Davidson’s. In a series of groundbreaking papers from the 1970s,

Davidson worked out his signature foundational picture by means of the idea of radical

interpretation.3 Radical interpretation crucially involves the notorious figure of the rad-

ical interpreter, the intrepid explorer who goes out to determine what the expressions of

a radically foreign language mean – using nothing but the “principle of charity” applied

to what Davidson calls “the ultimate evidence” (Davidson 1973, 128). Much skepticism

has been voiced over the resulting “interpretivism” that many a commentator has found

in the Davidsonian picture – an interpretivism sometimes taken to amount to the quite

radical view that meaning facts are judgment-dependent (cf. for instance Byrne 1998).4

But what precisely is the role of the interpreter in Davidsonian radical interpretation?

Is she merely a dramatic device – or is she an essential element of the meaning deter-

mining relation? And if so, what precise form does her contribution take? These are the

discussions tend to focus on the nature of the determination base, completely overlooking the fact that, as
long as we are not told what the principle of determination is, any item in the base could “determine” any
meaning. Arguably, this is one of the main lessons to be drawn from Wittgenstein’s rule-following consider-
ations (PI 138-242). For more on this, cf. Pagin 2002, Glüer 2017.

3The most important of the “radical interpretation papers” are Davidson 1973, Davidson 1974a, Davidson
1975, Davidson 1976. A useful overview incorporating later developments can be found in Davidson 2005.
According to some commentators, Davidson’s "early" picture of meaning determination needs to be read as
more continuous with later work, especially the views worked out in what we could call the “triangulation
papers” (the most important are: Davidson 1982, Davidson 1990a, Davidson 1992, Davidson 1994, Davidson
1997). For such a view and further references, cf. Verheggen 2013. For a different take on the triangulation
papers, see Pagin 2001, Glüer 2006b.

4It also seems to be widely accepted that it is precisely such interpretivism that constitutes the obvious,
crucial difference between Davidson’s and Lewis’s takes on radical interpretation. Schwarz, for instance,
writes:

In a similar context, Davidson (...) suggests a kind of master principle that underlies all prin-
ciples of humanity: we should interpret others as sharing our own basic beliefs and desires.
The individual principles of humanity follow from this master principle together with facts
about the contents of our own beliefs and desires. Lewis could not follow Davidson here,
since he rejects Davidson’s interpretationist account of attitudes. For Lewis, the content of an
agent’s beliefs and desires is an objective matter, determined by their non-intentional prop-
erties; the actual or hypothetical presence of an interpreter is completely irrelevant. Hence
Lewis cannot appeal to attitudes of the interpreter in his account of intentionality. Even if he
could, this would not meet his reductionist aspirations (Schwarz 2014, 23).

While it is true that Davidson did not have any reductionist aspirations regarding meaning or the contents
of the propositional attitudes, he certainly aimed at an informative account construing them as determined
together by means of the principle of charity and on the basis of the same evidence. Throughout his writ-
ings, he therefore stressed the crucial importance of characterizing that evidence in non-semantic, non-
intentional terms. By subscribing to any kind of interpretivism crudely taking the content of (certain) propo-
sitional attitudes for granted, Davidson would thus fall short of his own aspirations just as much as Lewis
would fall short if his.
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questions I shall explore in this paper.

I shall proceed as follows: In section 2, I shall run us through the basics of the David-

sonian picture of meaning determination, stressing its essential epistemico-metaphysical

double nature and the resulting construal of meaning as an evidence-constituted prop-

erty. In section 3, an argument will be presented to the effect that the Davidsonian princi-

ple of meaning determination – the principle of charity – has to be construed as contain-

ing an essential contribution by the interpreter. In section 4, I shall investigate the idea

that this conclusion can be avoided by invoking David Lewis’s (1983) distinction between

natural and non-natural properties.

2 Radical Interpretation: Davidson’s Foundational Semantics

According to Davidson, meaning is a theoretical concept. Its main purpose is the expla-

nation of successful communication by language. The same holds for concepts like those

of reference, predicate, or sentence; their “main point (...) is to enable us to give a coher-

ent description of the behavior of speakers, and of what speakers and their interpreters

know that allows them to communicate” (Davidson 1992, 108f, emph. added).

What speakers and their interpreters know when they successfully communicate by

language are things like the following: what someone said, what the uttered expressions

mean, or how to express a certain thought in language. This knowledge is the output or

result of what we can call our linguistic ability or competence. Linguistic competence,

the ability to produce and understand linguistic utterances, we can say, results in knowl-

edge of meaning. Concentrating on the interpretive side of this ability, Davidson sug-

gests approaching the question “What is it for words to mean what they do?” indirectly:

by means of two others. Classically, these are formulated in the course of the opening

paragraph of “Radical Interpretation”, one of the most central papers in this context. I

shall therefore call them “the radical interpretation questions”:

Kurt utters the words ‘Es regnet’ and under the right conditions we know that

he has said that it is raining. Having identified his utterance as intentional

and linguistic, we are able to go on to interpret his words: we can say what

his words, on that occasion, meant. What could we know that would enable

us to do this? How could we come to know it? (Davidson 1973, 125, emph.
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added.)

And some years later, in the introduction to the collection Inquiries into Truth and Inter-

pretation, Davidson recapitulates his project:

What is it for words to mean what they do? (...) I explore the idea that we

would have an answer to this question if we knew how to construct a theory

satisfying two demands: it would provide an interpretation of all utterances,

actual and potential, of a speaker or group of speakers; and it would be verifi-

able without knowledge of the detailed propositional attitudes of the speaker

(Davidson 1984, xiii).

As is well known, Davidson proposes that the theory we are after is a formal semantic

theory for a natural language L. According to him, such a theory is compositional, and

takes the form of a Tarskian truth-theory (t-theory).5 A t-theory for a language L is sup-

posed to give the meaning of each sentence of L by specifying its truth-conditions. And

according to Davidson, the meaning of an expression of L is precisely its systematic con-

tribution to the truth-conditions of the sentences it occurs in, a contribution spelled out

by the correct t-theory for L.6 By using a t-theory as a formal semantic theory for a nat-

ural language L, Davidson submits, we can describe or model the linguistic competence

that allows for interpreting utterances in L.7 The resulting knowledge is empirical knowl-

edge. And a formal semantic theory for a natural language L is an empirical theory – it

is an empirical question whether any particular such theory is correct for L, i.e. gives

the right meanings for utterances in L. Such knowledge is based on evidence, justified by

empirical data. But then, the next thing we need to know is: What are the data supporting

formal semantic theories for natural languages?

5The reader unfamiliar with this framework might for instance consult my (2011), where a t-theory for a
fragment of English is provided in the Appendix.

6There is no need, Davidson submits, to assign entities – such as propositions – as meanings to expres-
sions: “My objection to meanings in the theory of meaning is not that they are abstract or that their identity
conditions are obscure, but that they have no demonstrated use” (Davidson 1967, 21).

7It is important to distinguish between two potential objects of knowledge here: According to Davidson,
what speakers know is the output or result of their linguistic competence, i.e. what utterances mean. This
does not mean that they know the theory by means of which we model that competence (cf. Davidson
1986, 96). Thus, the hypothetical form of the first radical interpretation question: “What could we know that
would enable us to do this?”
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According to Davidson, there are two major restrictions on the foundationally inter-

esting data for semantic theorizing. First, to learn something about what meaning is, we

must be able to formulate these data in terms not presupposing meaning or any other

semantic notions – or “without essential use of such linguistic concepts as meaning,

interpretation, synonymy, and the like” (Davidson 1973, 128; see also Davidson 1974a,

142f). This is why we are after the“ultimate evidence” (Davidson 1973, 128) for any cor-

rect theory of interpretation. And second, since we are talking about knowledge that any

competent speaker has, the data must be “plausibly available to a potential interpreter”

(Davidson 1973, 128), where the interpreter is just another competent speaker. I shall

call this requirement on the evidence “everyday-interpreter accessibility”. What kind of

data is there that could do this job? This is the question that leads us directly to the idea

of radical interpretation.

In radical interpretation, the interpreter is to construe a t-theory for a radically for-

eign language, a language she doesn’t know anything about at the start. The only ev-

idence available to her consists of data about the behavior of the speakers and the ob-

servable circumstances in which it occurs. Such data, Davidson holds, allow for the iden-

tification of a certain kind of attitude the speakers hold to uninterpreted sentences: the

attitude of holding an uninterpreted sentence s true (at a time t ). This is an intentional

attitude, in fact, a belief, but it is an attitude of the kind that Davidson calls “nonindivid-

uative” (Davidson 1991, 211): the interpreter can know that a speaker holds this attitude

towards s at t without knowing what s means and, thus, without knowing which belief

the speaker thereby has. Thus, no meaning (or content) theoretical questions are begged

when using data about this attitude in the account of meaning determination.

The only thing special about the radical interpreter then is that, in contrast to your

ordinary competent speaker, she has huge amounts of such data at her disposal: “We

may as well suppose”, Davidson writes, “we have available all that could be known of

such attitudes, past, present, and future” (Davidson 1974a, 144).8

The radical interpreter thus collects vast amounts of data like the following:

8What this precisely means is not so easy to understand, however. On the one hand, Davidson is con-
cerned with making sure that the available evidence can support sufficiently much of the differences in
meaning it is pre-theoretically plausible to think we can detect. But on the other hand, we need to be careful
not to stretch the limits of the evidence available to the radical interpreter beyond recognition. After all, her
evidence is supposed to be everyday-interpreter accessible.
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(E) Kurt belongs to the German speech community and Kurt holds true ‘Es regnet’

on Saturday at noon and it is raining near Kurt on Saturday at noon.

Sufficient numbers of observations like (E) then are supposed to support t-theories from

which theorems like the following t-sentence can be derived:

(T) ‘Es regnet’ is true-in-German when spoken by x at time t iff it is raining near x at

t .

Subscribing to Quinean confirmation holism, Davidson construes the relation between

theory and evidence as a holistic one. It is whole t-theories that are supported by the

data to varying degrees. “[T]he method,” Davidson explains, “is (...) one of getting a best

fit” (Davidson 1973, 137).9

But what is it for data like (E) to “fit” t-theories entailing (T)? The basic idea is to as-

sign the conditions under which speakers hold sentences true as the truth conditions

of those sentences. But speakers hold all sorts of things true under all sorts of circum-

stances. More precisely, whether a speaker holds a sentence true under given circum-

stances depends crucially on the (other) beliefs of the speaker. Take the sentence ‘it’s

raining’ in the mouth of a speaker who (erroneously) believes that there is an elaborate

system of sprinklers on the roof. Such a speaker most probably will fail to hold true ‘it’s

raining’ under fairly obviously rainy conditions. Upon looking out of the window on a

rainy Saturday at noon, such a speaker might not only fail to believe that it is raining, but

even form the belief that someone must have turned those sprinklers on. But this does

precisely not entail that in the mouth of this speaker ‘it’s raining’ does not mean that it is

raining. Nor does it entail that, in the mouth of this speaker, a sentence like ‘the sprin-

klers are on’ is true if it’s raining. This is just one example of the pervasive phenomenon

Davidson calls the “interdependence of belief and meaning”. It

is evident in this way: a speaker holds a sentence to be true because of

what the sentence (in his language) means, and because of what he believes.

Knowing that he holds the sentence to be true, and knowing the meaning,

we can infer his belief; given enough information about his beliefs, we could

9For more detailed accounts of the method of radical interpretation, see Lepore and Ludwig 2005 and
Glüer 2011.
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perhaps infer the meaning (Davidson 1973, 134f).

Just by themselves, observations like (E) thus do not provide any evidence whatsoever

for a t-theory. As long as the interpreter can ascribe any old belief, be it ever so weird

or absurd, all such observations can be squared with any old t-theory. It is here that the

principle of charity is supposed to kick in.10 In one of its earliest formulations, Davidson

puts the principle like this:

(PC) Assign truth-conditions to alien sentences that make native speakers right when

plausibly possible (Davidson 1973, 137).

Given the methodology of best fit and the interdependence of belief and meaning, the

principle of charity is supposed to fulfill two essential functions: It

1. restricts belief ascription so that observations like (E) provide data for t-theories,

2. ranks t-theories by fit to the totality of available data such that the best is/are cor-

rect.11

At this point, we can summarize the answers Davidson gives to the radical interpretation

questions: According to him, Tarskian t-theories can be used as formal semantic theories

for natural languages. The data supporting them ultimately is data about the behavior

of speakers and its observable circumstances. But to round off the Davidsonian picture

of meaning determination, we need to connect two more dots: We need to connect the

epistemology of meaning with its metaphysics. Why do we learn something about what

meaning is from learning how to justify semantic knowledge? Why would the epistemol-

ogy of meaning tell us something about its metaphysics?

Davidson’s – Quine-inspired – answer to this question is encapsulated in the follow-

ing claim: “What a fully informed interpreter could learn about meaning is all there is to

learn” (Davidson 1983, 148). There are no meaning facts beyond those that can be known

on the basis of evidence available to the interpreter.

Quine revolutionized our understanding of verbal communication by tak-

ing seriously the fact, obvious enough in itself, that there can be no more to

10For a lot more on charity, see Glüer 2011, esp. ch. 2. For discussion of the status of the principle, see
a.o.Lepore and Ludwig 2005; Glüer 2006a; Pagin 2006.

11According to Davidson, it is pretty much inevitable that there will be more than one “best” theory.
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meaning than an adequately equipped person can learn and observe; the in-

terpreter’s point of view is therefore the revealing one to bring to the subject

(Davidson 1990b, 62).

But intuitively, it is quite unusual for evidence to have such epistemico-metaphysical

double significance; with respect to most objects or properties we do not think that the

facts about them are exhausted by the evidence available to us. Why would meaning be

different? Because meaning is essentially public:

What we should demand (...) is that the evidence for the theory be in prin-

ciple publicly accessible (...). The requirement that the evidence be pub-

licly accessible is not due to an atavistic yearning for behavioristic or veri-

ficationist foundations, but to the fact that what is to be explained is a so-

cial phenomenon. (...) As Ludwig Wittgenstein, not to mention Dewey, G.H

Mead, Quine, and many others have insisted, language is intrinsically social.

This does not entail that truth and meaning can be defined in terms of ob-

servable behavior, or that it is ‘nothing but’ observable behavior; but it does

imply that meaning is entirely determined by observable behavior, even read-

ily observable behavior. That meanings are decipherable is not a matter of

luck; public availability is a constitutive aspect of language (1990, 56, emph.

added).

Language is essentially social: Meanings are such that they can be understood. This,

for Davidson, is the most fundamental thing about language. And, as I said right at the

beginning, in Davidson’s hands, meaning is nothing more than a theoretical notion used

to explain linguistic communication. So, he argues, there cannot be more to meaning

than what we can know about it. Thus the epistemico-metaphysical double nature of

the data for the t-theory the radical interpreter is after. They justify the theory, but at

the same time, Davidson tells us, they “entirely determine” the very thing the theory is a

theory of. The data available to the radical interpreter thus form the determination base

for meaning. Meaning is an evidence-constituted property.

These, then, are the Davidsonian answers to all three of the basic foundational ques-

tions formulated earlier: t-theories can be used as formal semantic theories for natural
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languages. The meanings of the sentences of such languages are given by giving their

truth conditions, and the meanings of sub-sentential expressions are their contributions

to the truth conditions of the sentences they occur in. The determination base con-

tains the evidence for the theories. The determination of natural language meaning facts

proceeds in two steps: Behavior in observable circumstances determines speakers’ atti-

tudes of holding uninterpreted sentences true at particular times and under particular

circumstances, and these attitudes in turn determine semantic values or interpretations

for those sentences. The principle of determination is the principle of charity.12

3 The Role of the Interpreter in Radical Interpretation

What I want to explore, then, is the nature of the determination relation. More precisely,

my question is whether this relation is a “fully objective” relation of metaphysical deter-

mination, or whether it contains a “subjective” element. This question can instructively

be pinned on the interpreter: What exactly is the role of the radical interpreter in David-

sonian meaning determination? Is the radical interpreter merely a dramatic device – or

is she an essential element of this relation? This question is more difficult to answer than

it might seem.

The analogous question is easily answered when it comes to David Lewis. In his con-

tribution to their 1974 exchange – a paper also titled “Radical Interpretation” – Lewis

sketches the main outlines of his own picture of meaning determination and compares

it to Davidson’s. In Lewis’s picture, it is the totality of the physical facts that in a first step

determines contents for mental states which in turn determine semantic values for lin-

guistic expressions with the help of certain conventions, more precisely, the convention

of truthfulness and trust (in a language L) (cf. Lewis 1974; Lewis 1975). Like Davidson,

Lewis thinks of the determination principles as principles of charity and rationality. The

Lewisian principles are similar, but not identical to Davidson’s. But it is completely clear

that the interpreter does not play any essential role in these relations; in Lewis’s picture,

she explicitly is merely a dramatic device:

To speak of a mighty knower, who uses his knowledge of these constraints to

12Given that there very well might be more than one correct t-theory, some indeterminacy remains. This
is a consequence Davidson embraces, cf. Davidson 1979.
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advance from omniscience about the physical facts P to omniscience about

the other facts determined thereby, is a way of dramatizing our problem –

safe enough, so long as we can take it or leave it alone (Lewis 1974, 334,

emph. added).

And it might well seem as if, at the time of this exchange at least, Davidson agreed. In his

reply to Lewis’s paper, Davidson lists the points of disagreement between him and Lewis

concerning radical interpretation. The claim that the interpreter is merely a dramatic

device is conspicuously absent from that list (cf. Davidson 1974b).

Even so, Davidson throughout the whole of his writings was rather carefully insert-

ing certain qualifiers into his discussions of charity’s mandates regarding truth, the facts,

similarity, or conspicuousness, qualifiers such as ‘by the interpreter’s standards’, ‘accord-

ing to the theory builder’s views’, or ‘to us’. In fact, the very formulation of charity above

is taken from a context containing precisely such a rider:

This method is intended to solve the problem of the interdependence of be-

lief and meaning by holding belief constant as far as possible while solving

for meaning. This is accomplished by assigning truth conditions to alien

sentences that make native speakers right when plausibly possible, accord-

ing, of course, to our own view of what is right (Davidson 1973, 137, emph.

added).

At the same time, Davidson is very concerned to argue not only that the interpreter ap-

plying charity is bound to get things right, but even that we can know this a priori:13

We can, however, take it as given that most beliefs are correct. The reason

for this is that a belief is identified by its location in a pattern of beliefs; it is

this pattern that determines the subject matter of the belief, what the belief

is about. Before some object in, or aspect of, the world can become part of

the subject matter of a belief (true of false) there must be endless true beliefs

about the subject matter. (...) What makes interpretation possible, then, is

13Or at least that this is something we can be almost certain we can know a priori; for more on Davidson’s
rather special take on the a priori, see my 2006.
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the fact that we can dismiss a priori the chance of massive error (Davidson

1975, 168f).

The ways in which Davidson justified charity evolved, however. He always insisted that

“belief is in its nature veridical”, i.e. mostly true (cf. Davidson 1983, 146). In the ear-

lier writings the emphasis is on patterns of belief as determining belief content. In later

writings, Davidson puts at least as much emphasis on externalist elements in content

determination. Now, he occasionally even distinguishes between two different meaning

determining principles:

The process of separating meaning and opinion invokes two key principles

which must be applicable if a speaker is interpretable: the Principle of Co-

herence and the Principle of Correspondence. The Principle of Coherence

prompts the interpreter to discover a degree of logical consistency in the

thought of the speaker; the Principle of Correspondence prompts the inter-

preter to take the speaker to be responding to the same features of the world

that he (the interpreter) would be responding to under similar circumstances.

Both principles can be (and have been) called principles of charity: one prin-

ciple endows the speaker with a modicum of logic, the other endows him

with a degree of what the interpreter takes to be true belief about the world

(Davidson 1991, 211, emph. added).

And he argues for Correspondence in ways like the following:

The second part of the argument has to do with the empirical content of per-

ceptions, and of the observation sentences that express them. We learn how

to apply our earliest observation sentences from others in the conspicuous

(to us) presence of mutually sensed objects, events, and features of the world.

It is this that anchors language and belief to the world, and guarantees that

what we mean in using these sentences is usually true. (...) The principle

of charity recognizes the way in which we must learn perceptual sentences

(Davidson 1999, 343, emph. added).

It is with respect to this second aspect of charity that I am going to probe deeper into the

role of the interpreter. Prima facie, provisos in terms of the features of the world that the

12



interpreter would be responding to, or in terms of the objects, events, or features of the

world that are conspicuous to us, might seem to suggest pretty strongly that there in fact

is a substantial part for the interpreter to play here. The idea is not that the Davidsonian

interpreter is some sort of crude arbiter of truth, or some sort of ruthless conceptual

conquistador.14 Rather, the question is a more subtle one concerning the interpreter’s

conceptual sensitivities, or concept forming abilities, and her use of them in collecting

her data.15 When observing Kurt, for instance, the interpreter tries to find a correlation

between his utterances of ‘es regnet’ and features of the surrounding world. To even

come up with the hypothesis that Kurt is talking about rain when uttering ‘es regnet’,

the world at those times needs to discriminatively display features that strike the inter-

preter as similar, features the interpreter either already has a concept of, or can form

one for upon recognising the similarity. Our concern thus is about detectable similar-

ity, more precisely about detectable similarity in a picture of meaning determination on

which meaning is an evidence-constituted property. Since any recognisably Davidso-

nian version of such a picture construes the admissible evidence as everyday-interpreter

accessible, the question is whether the need for detectable similarity forces a “subjective”

element into meaning determination.

Before we embark on this investigation, some terminology. What I am interested in

is the nature of the determination relation in a Davidsonian picture of meaning determi-

nation. Does the interpreter play any substantive role in this relation, or is she merely a

dramatic device? To avoid disputes concerning the way ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ ought

to be used, let’s call a determination relation in which the interpreter does not play any

14Worries like that of charity leading to “conceptual imperialism” – the inability to credit the interpretee
with any concepts not identical to the interpreter’s own – were raised early on, but they are hard to make
precise. If the interpreter for instance interprets one of the interpretee’s predicates as satisfied by animals
belonging to the emperor, or by those that, at a distance, resemble flies, are the concepts thus ascribed
identical to concepts of her own, or not? If not, it should be obvious that the charge is unfounded; charity
does nothing to exclude the possibility of having data providing good evidence for such interpretations. And
if yes, what precisely is the worry? As we shall see below, there might be an interesting worry in the vicinity,
but this is far from obvious.

15It is fairly clear from the passages just quoted that, at least in the later writings, Davidson thought of
endowing the speaker “with a degree of what the interpreter takes to be true belief about the world” as a
consequence of the principle of correspondence’s mandate “to take the speaker to be responding to the same
features of the world that he (the interpreter) would be responding to under similar circumstances”. Thus,
it is here, if anywhere, that we’ll find the roots of any substantive interpreter involvement in Davidsonian
meaning determination.
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role “metaphysically pure”.16 Does this mean that it would be worrisome if meaning de-

termination turned out to be “metaphysically impure”, that is, if the interpreter turned

out to play a significant metaphysical role in meaning determination? Not necessarily,

it seems to me – there are lots of ways for a determination relation to be metaphysically

impure, and I don’t know of any principled reason that would allow us to reject all of

them out of hand as candidates for being meaning determination relations.17 In any

case, in this paper, I am primarily interested in understanding the precise role, if any, of

the interpreter in a Davidsonian picture of meaning determination – worrying about it,

including figuring out whether any worrying needs to be done, will have to be postponed

for another occasion.18

Here is an argument for the claim that Davidsonian meaning determination has to

be impure. Consider Pagin’s case of Casey and Alien:19

Assume that interpreter Casey from Earth embarks on the interpretation of

apparent speaker Alien from Outer Space. Casey identifies a candidate pred-

icate © that seems applied to some objects and withheld from others by

Alien, but Casey sees no pattern in the usage. None of the property con-

cepts Casey can come up with matches even approximately the pattern of

Alien’s applications.

Casey then decides to learn from Alien, and starts defining a new predicate F

in his own language. It is defined by cases: true of objects that Alien applies

© to, false of objects that Alien withholds© from, and for all objects b uncon-

sidered by Alien, F is true of b just in case b is a rocket. Clearly, by interpreting

© to mean F , and assuming Casey has identified atomic sentences with© as

predicate and a demonstrative as subject term, Alien’s demonstrative© sen-

16If you think that’s tendentious, keep in mind that purism easily turns into fanaticism.
17There might, of course, be questions an impure determination relation would not be an answer to. For

instance, if the question is whether Davidsonian charity is an answer to Wittgenstein’s rule-following con-
siderations, the answer might be negative in case, and because of, impurity. But the ultimate lesson in that
might just be that we need to live with impurity when it comes to meaning determination. For an investiga-
tion of precisely this question, see Glüer 2017.

18For a pinch of worrying, see below, fn. 22.
19Pagin here makes use of the old idea that the radical interpreter, when faced with the task of interpreting

speakers of a language with conceptual resources much more advanced than her own, can learn from the
speakers and acquire their concepts in the process of radical interpretation, adding new terms for those
concepts to her own, i.e. the meta-language in which she formulates her t-theory. Cf. Harman 2012, 17.
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tences all come out true.

Casey then goes on to do the same with other predicates, and also with what

he identifies as grammatical particles, and sentence constructions. For each

sentence held true at a time, on a case by case basis, an interpretation is

given of the parts and the syntactic operations that makes the sentence come

out true at that time. Some arbitrary interpretation is provided for all cases

not considered by Alien. So Casey’s meaning theory is compositional and

complete (with respect to the syntax he has identified), and results in only

true beliefs being attributed to Alien (Pagin 2013, 236).

What we have here is a rather ingenious method by which we can construct a composi-

tional semantic theory for pretty much any set of data about a putative speaker’s behav-

ior and its observable conditions an interpreter could plausibly collect. Moreover, it’s a

method that generates theories that fit their respective data extremely well – according to

charity read as a metaphysically pure principle. What the case of Casey and Alien shows,

is that this method is no good. It is no good in two respects. First, despite appearances

to the contrary, Alien might in fact not be speaking any language at all. Using Casey’s

method, there is no way an interpreter could come to the conclusion that what initially

appears to be speech behavior in fact is not. This method, we might say, is bound to gen-

erate false positives. But, second, even if we assume that Alien is speaking a language,

Casey’s method is faulty: Casey’s theory clearly does not allow him to understand Alien.

Why, precisely, does Casey’s method fail? At first glance, this failure seems to have

something to do with predictability: Casey’s theory seems to make wrong predictions.

But it isn’t so clear whether Davidsonian T-theories are even supposed to be predictive.

‘Fit’ is a merely retrospective notion, and, as we saw above, it is some supposed totality of

data, “past, present, and future”, that according to Davidson determines meaning. Once

you have that totality, there is nothing left to predict (cf. Pagin 2013, 237).20 Be that as it

20Would having that totality of data help Casey? I don’t think so. He would not need to make any predic-
tions, but even so, his theory would be useless. The main problem of Casey’s theory is not that according to
it, unconsidered objects fall under © if they are rockets: Even if Casey were to have observed Alien consider
every object, he wouldn’t understand Alien precisely as long as he doesn’t detect any similarity in the©s.

Nevertheless, one could object that Casey’s method doesn’t show anything here because it cannot be ap-
plied to the totality of data a Davidsonian interpreter is supposed to work with. That totality would be
infinite, thus requiring Casey – per impossibile – to make an infinite list when interpreting ©. Even if an
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may, Casey’s lack of understanding would seem to be the result of a deeper lack – a lack

that intuitively would result in wrong predictions, were any to be made. What Casey is

lacking when it comes to © is precisely an independently possessed concept that would

allow him to subsume at least a (weighted) majority of the objects Alien appears to apply

© to. As long as Casey is unable to come up with, or form, such a concept to interpret ©

as expressing, he will not understand Alien. And Casey will not be able to come up with,

or form, such a concept as long as he cannot detect any similarity in the F objects.21

As I said, the point to be illustrated by Casey and Alien here is not that meaning de-

termination by charity fails – rather, the point is to bring out why we might think that

it needs to be impure. Exegetically, this is well supported; if we look beyond the early

formulations of charity, it is very plausible to read the principle of correspondence as

building detectable similarity right into charity. As we saw in the passage quoted above,

this principle requires the interpreter “to take the speaker to be responding to the same

features of the world that he (the interpreter) would be responding to under similar cir-

cumstances”. But – and that’s the crux here – detectable similarity is similarity detectable

by the interpreter. If such an element needs to be built into charity, the result would seem

to be that the interpreter cannot be just a dramatic device after all.22 In the rest of this

paper, I shall investigate the suspicion that detectable similarity introduces impurity into

Davidsonian meaning determination. I shall start by trying to dispel this suspicion. To

this end I will be looking at David Lewis’s idea that some properties are more eligible to

be referred to than others, but that eligibility does not essentially involve relations to any

interpreter. Rather, it is a question of a property’s (degree of) naturalness. For it might

infinity of data would result in the need for making an infinite list, however, it would be as impossible for
Casey to collect that infinity of data. Construing that totality as infinite would seem to stretch the idea of
everyday-interpreter accessible evidence beyond recognition (cf. above, fn. 8). While there might be an
objection in the vicinity to Davidsonian meaning determination in general, such an objection cannot be
applied discriminately against Casey’s method, that is, to the way he deals with his data, while leaving the
availability of a problem-generating amount of data unquestioned.

21There are perfectly kosher concepts in the vicinity, of course: For ©, there is the concept of an object o’s
either being such that Alien has applied © to o or being a rocket. That, however, clearly is not the concept, if
any, Alien expressed when using ©. Nor is it the concept expressed by F as defined by Casey, even though
these are co-extensive.

22While that would certainly be an interesting result, it isn’t altogether obvious just how much of a worry,
if any, it would be. One might suspect that, by building detectable similarity into charity, we have exchanged
the inevitability of false positives for that of false negatives. It is mainly to illustrate this kind of worry that
Pagin devised the Casey case (cf. Pagin 2013, 237): If Casey cannot detect any similiarity, he would have to
conclude that Alien is not a speaker – but perhaps that conclusion could be false.
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well seem that we could invoke Lewisian naturalness to argue that, contrary to our sus-

picion, incorporating detectable similarity into the principles of meaning determination

does not have to lead to any violation of metaphysical purity.23

4 How Natural are the Properties We Mean?

At about the same time that Davidson began putting more emphasis on externalist ele-

ments, David Lewis also looked “outward” to constrain potential sources of indetermi-

nacy in the account of meaning and content determination. But while Davidson was

willing to tolerate a certain amount of indeterminacy in his account, Lewis at least ini-

tially subscribed to the following credo: “if ever you prove to me that all the constraints

we have yet found could permit two perfect solutions (...) then you will have proved that

we have not yet found all the constraints” (Lewis 1974, 343). And while Davidson stresses

detectable similarity and shared causes, Lewis aims at going all the way out to the objects

and their intrinsic properties. Foraging for further constraint on candidate accounts of

meaning and content determination, that is, Lewis would appear to strive hard at pre-

serving metaphysical purity:

What can it be? Many philosophers would suggest that it is some sort of

causal constraint. (...) I would instead propose that the saving constraint

concerns the referent – not the referrer, and not the causal channels between

the two. It takes two to make a reference, and we will not find the constraint if

we look for it always on the wrong side of the relationship. Reference consists

in part in what we do in language or thought when we refer, but in part it

consists in eligibility of the referent. And this eligibility to be referred to is a

matter of natural properties (Lewis 1983, 371, see also Lewis 1984, 226ff).

Think of Alien again. What he does with© leaves us wondering: Does he mean anything

by ©? And if so, what? Casey manages to come up with (some sort of) a property to

23Taking refuge in naturalness when threatened by interpretations consisting of disjointed lists actually
is an idea with a history – Carnap does it in §154 of the Aufbau. Here, he requires the basic relations of
the “Konstitutionssystem” to be what he calls “founded relations [fundierte Relationen]”. Their extensions
do not consist of “arbitrary, unconnected pair lists” but “correspond to experienceable [erlebbaren], ‘nat-
ural’ relations”. What makes a relation natural, or founded, according to Carnap, is precisely that there is
detectable similarity: “the various member pairs of founded relation extensions have something in com-
mon that can be experienced”. But of course, Carnap was royally shooting himself in the foot, here... (cf.
Friedman 1999, 101ff).
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assign to ©, but considered as a meaning (or referent) for ©, this property is deficient.

It is, we feel, the wrong kind of property – properties like this just aren’t (eligible to be)

meanings. This is the perspective Lewis appears to be recommending in the passage just

quoted. Whether Alien means anything by ©, and if so, what, depends on whether there

in fact is a meaning out there for © to pick up, i.e. whether there is a property eligible to

be the referent of© given Alien’s behavior with©. From this perspective, the lesson to be

drawn from Casey and Alien is that, indeed, not any old property will do as the meaning

of a predicate. The Davidsonian principle of charity has to place restrictions not only on

what can be believed, but also on what can be meant (or referred to). This far, I think

taking up the perspective Lewis appears to recommend is indeed illuminating. That we

need restrictions on what can be meant is precisely the lesson to take from Casey and

Alien.

The question then is whether what can be meant (or referred to) has to be restricted

in a way that essentially involves the interpreter – or not. Lewis recommends constru-

ing eligibility as a matter of naturalness. If eligibility is a matter of naturalness, it would

seem, using it in our account of meaning determination will keep the determination re-

lation metaphysically pure. Since this is precisely what I want to investigate, I shall not

equate eligibility with naturalness, but rather use ‘eligible’ in a way that leaves it open

what exactly eligibility amounts to.

Precisely what role eligibility plays in Lewis’s own account of meaning and content

determination is a matter of some debate. In the papers just referred to, Lewis is dis-

cussing Putnam’s “model-theoretic argument” and, to all appearances, defending an ac-

count of meaning determination – so-called “global descriptivism” – that patently is not

his own.24 So what is Lewis doing here? Partly, he is just having fun, I would think: Having

recently introduced the natural properties into his metaphysical toolkit, he is parading

their general usefulness. Naturalness might even save an idea such as global descrip-

24Lewis is sketchy about what global descriptivism is. The rough idea is to treat the whole of a language
as a term-introducing theory, and to interpret it in accordance with the following principle: “The intended
interpretation will be the one, if such there be, that makes the term-introducing theory come true” (Lewis
1984, 224). The problem is that, without further constraints, global descriptivism leads straight to indeter-
minacy of the most radical kind: “For any world (almost), whatever it is like, can satisfy any theory (almost),
whatever it says” (ibid.).
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tivism.25, 26

But that’s not all. For one thing, Lewis thinks that there is an analogous problem that

indeed affects his own account of meaning and content determination. As we saw earlier,

Lewisian meaning and content determination proceeds in two steps: First, the totality of

the physical facts determines the contents of the propositional attitudes, and second,

these together with conventions of truthfulness and trust (in a language L) determine

meanings. And Lewis does think that the first step faces an indeterminacy problem like

the one he interprets Putnam as raising:

I shall acquiesce in Putnam’s linguistic turn: I shall discuss the semantic in-

terpretation of language rather than the assignment of content to attitudes,

thus ignoring the possibility that the latter settles the former. I would be

better, I think, to start with the attitudes and go on to language. But I think

that would relocate, rather than avoid, the problem; wherefore I may as well

discuss it on Putnam’s own terms (Lewis 1984, 222, emph. added).

And he claims that the indeterminacy problem facing his own account of content de-

termination needs to be solved by means of “eligibility to be thought” – which again is

a matter of naturalness (Lewis 1983, 373ff). Later in the 1983 paper, we thus read the

following close echo of the “it takes two to refer”-passage quoted above:

25How would it do that? By effecting an eligibility ranking for interpretations. The intended interpretation
for a language L would be that with the highest eligibility score. Such a score is, somehow, to be deter-
mined for whole interpretations on the basis of the eligibility of the individual referents they assign to the
expressions of L, where a referent is the more eligible the more natural it is (cf. Lewis 1984, 227; for detailed
discussion, see Williams 2007). The resulting view has come to be known as “reference magnetism”. For
magnetism in action, see for instance Weatherson 2003, Sider 2011.

26In fact, Carnap recourse to naturalness (see above, fn. 23) is equally prompted by threats of (transfor-
mation induced) indeterminacy in the interpretation of the purely formal “constructional system [Konstitu-
tionssystem]” of the Aufbau:

All we have to do is to carry out a one-to-one transformation of the set of basic elements into
itself and determine as the new basic relations those relation extensions whose inventory
is the transformed inventory of the original basic relations. In this case, the new relation
extensions have the same structure as the original ones (they are “isomorphic”, cf. §11). From
this it follows that, to each originally constructed object, there corresponds precisely one
new one with the same formal properties. Thus all statements of the constructional system
continue to hold, since they concern only formal properties. However, we can then not find
any sense [Beziehungssinn] for the new basic relations; they are lists of pairs of basic elements
without any (experienceable) connection. It is even more difficult to find for the constructed
objects any entities which are not in some way disjointed (Carnap 1928, §154).
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The saving constraint concerns the content – not the thinker, and not any

channels between the two. It takes two to index states with content, and we

will not find the constraint if we look for it always on the wrong side of the

relationship. Believing this or desiring that consists in part in the functional

roles of the states whereby we believe or desire, but in part it consists in the

eligibility of the content. And this eligibility to be thought is a matter, in part,

of natural properties (Lewis 1983, 375).

While he is at it, Lewis furthermore suggests that Kripkenstein’s puzzle can also be solved

by means of naturalness. In the 1983 paper, he seems to mainly consider this as a puzzle

concerning the content of intention, and thus as another (or part of the) challenge to his

account of propositional attitude content determination. In a short later paper, however,

he brings up Kripkenstein in connection with precisely Lewisian meaning determination

and the so-called problem of “meaning without use”. This problem, Lewis argues, can be

solved by means of extrapolation – the obvious solution that we should not allow “Krip-

kenstein’s challenge (formerly Goodman’s challenge)” (Lewis 1992, 109) to scare us away

from. Again, the solution ultimately turns on naturalness.

This is not the place to get any deeper into Lewis exegesis.27 All in all, it seems fair

to say that, even though Lewis does not adopt global descriptivism as his account of

meaning determination, he certainly takes eligibility to not only play a crucial role in the

determination of content for the propositional attitudes but also to play at least some

role in the determination of meaning. And anyway, the idea to be investigated here is

that of using Lewisian eligibility for Davidsonian purposes. My question is whether the

Davidsonian account of meaning determination could be kept metaphysically pure by

means of construing detectable similarity not in terms of any relation to the interpreter,

but instead in terms of the naturalness of referents. After all, according to Lewis, one

of the many beauties of the natural properties is precisely that they are the properties

whose sharing makes for resemblance among objects.28

According to Lewis (1983, 346), properties are abundant – they are just classes of

27But see Schwarz 2014; Weatherson 2013 for more detailed discussion.
28We could have pursued this question in complete independence from the more exegetical issues, but

there is something reassuring about the notion that Lewis wasn’t just joking when considering eligibility in
the context of meaning and content determination.
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“things”. They “carve reality at the joints – and everywhere else as well”. Therefore, they

“do nothing to capture facts of resemblance”. To capture facts of resemblance, we need

to distinguish “an élite minority of special properties”. These are what Lewis calls the

“natural properties”:

Natural properties would be the ones whose sharing makes for resemblance,

and the ones relevant to causal powers. (...) Let us say that an adequate the-

ory of properties is one that recognises an objective difference between nat-

ural and unnatural properties; preferably, a difference that admits of degree

(Lewis 1983, 347).

The natural properties are also those that are most eligible to be referred to, or to be

thought of. So, what exactly are these properties? And when is one property more nat-

ural than another? As far as I can tell, Lewis makes use of three ways of characterizing

properties as more or less natural. One is by providing examples. When using degree of

naturalness to characterize eligibility to be referred to, Lewis for instance writes:

The mereological sum of the coffee in my cup, the ink in this sentence, a

nearby sparrow, and my left shoe (...) is an eligible referent, but less eligible

than some others. (I have just referred to it.) Likewise the metal things are

less of an elite, eligible class than the silver things, and the green things are

worse, and the grue things are worse still – but all these classes belong to the

elite compared to the counted utterly miscellaneous classes of things that

there are (Lewis 1984, 227).

A second way of characterizing the distinction proceeds by reflecting on what is is more

or less rational to believe and desire. Of course, almost anything could – under special

circumstances – be the object of a rational belief or desire, but intuitively, there never-

theless are things which it is much more natural for a subject to believe or desire than

others:

We need further constraints, of the sort called principles of (sophisticated)

charity, or of ‘humanity’. Such principles call for interpretations according

to which the subject has attitudes that we would deem reasonable for one
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who has lived the life that he has lived. (...) They impose a priori – albeit de-

feasible – presumptions about what sorts of things are apt to be believed and

desired. (...) It is here that we need natural properties. The principles of char-

ity will impute a bias towards believing that things are green rather than grue,

toward having a basic desire for long life rather than for long-life-unless-one-

was-born-on-Monday-and-in-that-case-life-for-an-even-number-of-weeks

(Lewis 1983, 375).

But there are also passages where Lewis suggests that there are “perfectly natural prop-

erties”. According to Lewis, it is up to physics to discover these. Examples he gives are

mass, charge, and quark colour and flavour (cf. Lewis 1984, 228). Other properties can

then be defined in terms of the fundamental physical properties. And on the basis of

this, he suggests a third way of characterizing degrees of naturalness in terms of what we

can call “definitional distance”: the longer the chain of definability between it and the

perfectly natural properties, the less natural the property.

Indeed, physics discovers which things and classes are the most elite of all;

but others are elite also, though to a lesser degree. The less elite are so be-

cause they are connected to the most elite by chains of definability. Long

chains, by the time we reach the moderately elite classes of cats and pencils

and puddles; but the chains required to reach the utterly ineligible would be

far longer still (Lewis 1984, 228).

Another example concerns Kripkenstein’s skeptical claim that there is no fact of the mat-

ter as to whether we mean addition or quaddition (by ‘plus’), or intend to add rather than

quadd:

[W]e must pay to regain our naiveté. Our theory of properties must have ad-

equate resources to somehow ratify the judgement that instances of adding

are all alike in a way that instances of quadding are not. The property of

adding is not perfectly natural, of course, not on a part with unit charge or

sphericality. And the property of quadding is not perfectly unnatural. But

quadding is worse by a disjunction (Lewis 1983, 376, emph. added).
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Eligibility then is supposed to be one of the measures by which to rank assignments of

reference or content. And for Lewis, just as for Davidson, the constraints or measures

determining the ranking are constraints on whole theories (or assignments, interpreta-

tions), so we need a way of determining the degree of eligibility a whole theory has on

the basis of the eligibility of the individual assignments of content or reference. When it

comes to how precisely to do that, Lewis doesn’t say much more than the following:

Ceteris paribus, an eligible interpretation is one that maximises the eligibil-

ity of referents overall (Lewis 1984, 227).29

In the context of Davidsonian meaning determination, there are from the very start more

constraints on what eligibility can possibly amount to than in a Lewisian account, how-

ever. As we saw above, everyday-interpreter accessibility is a requirement on the deter-

mination base in the Davidsonian picture. This requirement derives directly from the

public nature of meaning together with meaning’s being an evidence-constituted prop-

erty. But publicness doesn’t only require the determination base to be accessible – it

equally requires the determination target to be so. An attempt at using naturalness to

determine what Alien means by ©, if anything, thus can count as successful only if it

secures both: Alien’s meaning a particular property P and Casey’s sensitivity to P . In

pursuit of metaphysical purity for Davidsonian meaning determination, we therefore

need to ask two questions regarding the Lewisian construal of eligibility as naturalness:

i) whether he succeeds in characterizing naturalness in a metaphysically pure way, and

ii) if so, whether such a specification would secure detectable similarity, that is, would

ensure sensitivity to the relevant properties for the everyday interpreter.

29Williams 2007 suggests a method for determining eligibility values for whole interpretations, and pro-
vides detailed discussion. As Stalnaker observes, it is harder to see how to apply the idea of maximising
overall eligibility to assignments of content to mental states:

If we are given an uninterpreted language, with a well defined syntax, and a theory stated in it,
as the material to be interpreted, then it will be reasonably clear how Lewis’s constraint works.
(...) But where our task is to interpret the dispositions that explain an agent’s behaviour, what
does the metaphysical constraint – the restriction to more or less natural properties and re-
lations – constrain? The metaphysical constraint works on the internal structure of a given
theory, constraining the interpretation of its primitive constituents. If what is given is a pattern
of behaviour rather than a language with predicates to be interpreted, it is not clear how it is to
be applied (Stalnaker 2004, 206).
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When it comes to Lewis’s first method of characterizing naturalness by means of ex-

amples such as grue and green, the answer to i) seems to be clearly negative. Using this

method, we are just using ourselves and our reactions as a kind of black box. No meta-

physically pure way of characterizing the natural properties is forthcoming here. And the

same would seem to hold if we proceed by what strikes us as intuitively more rational to

believe and desire.

The situation is different when it comes to characterizing naturalness in terms of def-

initional distance from fundamental physical properties. No reference to ourselves and

our sensitivities appears to be involved here. On the other hand, it remains rather un-

clear how the fundamental properties relate to most of the properties we take ourselves

to refer to. Lewis appears convinced that the chain leading from fundamental physical

properties to ‘grue’ will be longer than that leading to ‘green’. But both of these chains

will be very, very long, and we have no idea what they look like in between. We simply

have, it seems to me, no guarantee, no good reason to think, that ‘grue’ will be defined in

terms of ‘green’, and not vice versa.30 But the main problem with characterizing eligibil-

ity in terms of definitional distance is that now, the answer to ii) would seem to be clearly

negative. Somewhat ironically, this appears to be a result of precisely the metaphysically

pure way the fundamental physical properties can be specified – there is no guarantee,

no reason to expect them, or anything definable solely in terms of them, to be such that

it makes for detectable similarity. Even though underwriting resemblance is an essential

element in the job description Lewis gave for the natural properties, once we identify

the perfectly natural properties as the fundamental physical properties, our sensitivity

(and Casey’s along with that of any other everyday-interpreter) to the eligible properties

becomes a matter of metaphysical coincidence.31

30This objection echoes Goodman’s remarks on the idea that predicates like ‘green’ can be distinguished
from those like ‘grue’ because the former are “purely qualitative”, and therefore “well behaved”, while the
latter are not. In The New Riddle of Induction, he writes:

True enough, if we start with “blue” and “green”, then “grue” and “bleen” will be explained
in terms of “blue” and “green” and a temporal term. But equally truly, if we start with “grue”
and “bleen”, then “blue” and “green” will be explained in terms of “grue” and “bleen” and
a temporal term; “green”, for example, applies to emeralds examined before time t just in
case they are bleen. Thus qualitativeness is an entirely relative matter and does not by itself
establish any dichotomy of predicates (Goodman 1955, 79).

31If eligibility is a matter of definitional distance from mass, charge, and quark colour and flavour, a prop-
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It thus seems that – at least as far as Lewisian naturalness is concerned – the very

quest for metaphysical purity has landed us in a dilemma. We could call this “the dilemma

of purity and sensitivity”. Opting for sensitivity lands us on its first horn: In order to se-

cure our sensitivity to the eligible properties, we need to specify them by means of our

reactions to them. But then, there seems to be something essentially impure about the

eligibility of these properties. And opting for purity lands us on the second horn of our

dilemma: In order to secure the purity of the eligible properties, we need a way of spec-

ifying them without reference to our reactions. But then, sensitivity becomes a mere

metaphysical coincidence.

However, this is a dilemma only if both horns are bad. From the perspective of David-

sonian meaning determination, I think it is pretty clear that the second horn is bad. If,

indeed, meaning is an evidence-constituted property in the way Davidson thought it to

be, then detectable similarity cannot be a mere metaphysical coincidence.

But it is far from clear, to me at least, that allowing some impure element into the

determination relation needs to be so bad from this perspective. Think of Casey and

Alien again. In cases such as this, what is needed is a difference between detectable

similarity and no detectable similarity whatsoever. The role of the interpreter thus would

be quite minimal: She is needed to restrict the eligible properties to those that make

for detectable similarity. Also, no actual interpreter is required. To be eligible for being

referred to, a property just needs to be such that a suitable interpreter would be able to

detect the similarity in its instances.

Moreover, there is a very good question here as to the precise sense in which acknowl-

edging that the interpreter does play an essential role in Davidsonian meaning determi-

nation makes eligibility impure. I would like to spend the remainder of this paper musing

over this question. What I would like to draw attention to is that there are more ways of

thinking of the eligible properties in the vicinity than the crude contrasts between pure

and impure, “subjective” and “objective”, or even relational and non-relational/intrinsic

might suggest.

It might be helpful here to consider an analogy: color properties. What the colors are

erty P ’s degree of eligibility will be the same in all possible worlds, regardless of anybody’s sensitivity to P in
any world. Detectable similarity plays no metaphysical role in making P eligible. On a Davidsonian meta-
physics of meaning, it has to: Here, detectable similarity has to be what metaphysically makes for eligibility.
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has been debated basically forever. I am not going to enter these debates here.32 Rather,

I shall have a quick and rather dirty look at the colors for the sole purpose of illustrating

what I mean by there being an interesting range of different properties in the vicinity. In

the color case this is a range of properties that all are at least candidates for being the

colors.

Whatever the colors ultimately turn out to be, almost everybody concerned with

color agrees that the following is an important truth about one of them:

(CP) x is red iff x is disposed to look red to S in C ,

where S is a subject of a suitably specified kind and C are circumstances of a suitably

specified kind.33 The truth of principles like (CP) can be accounted for by a wide range of

positions – what is controversial is not their truth, but the modal and epistemic status of

such principles. The maybe most natural, and as far as I can tell most popular positions

accommodating the truth of principles like (CP) are of two broad kinds: Color physical-

ists will identify the colors with the microphysical properties (or property profiles) that

are the categorical bases for the relevant dispositions to look colored. Color disposition-

alists, on the other hand, will identify the colors with those dispositions themselves.34

Simplifying significantly, we then have two properties to play with when it comes to

being red: DP, the dispositional property of being disposed to look red, and P, the cate-

gorical base of DP (a microphysical property). But another property of interest here is B,

the second order property of being a base of DP. B is of particular interest because it can

be used to define PB: the property of having a property that is a base of DP. PB is what we

can call “a first order, second level property”.35 PB is not a second order property, that is,

not a property of a property. In the actual world, the objects having it are precisely the

same objects that have DP, i.e. are disposed to look red, as well as the same objects that

have P, i.e. have the microphysical property that is the categorical base of DP. So, it is a

first order property itself, even though one that is defined by means of quantifying over

32For those interested, I have done that elsewhere: Glüer 2007; Glüer 2012.
33Jackson and Pargetter speak of “the dispositional truism” in this connection (cf. Jackson and Pargetter

1987, 130).
34This is oversimplified, of course, but will do for present purposes. There are various options for answer-

ing the question precisely which microphysical properties, or property profiles, should be identified with
the colors, and the same holds for dispositional candidates. I shall abstract from all of this here.

35The terminology is that of Russell’s ramified theory of types.
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first order properties. PB is defined as follows:

(PB) x is PB iff 9F (BF & Fx)

In other words, an object x is PB iff there is a property F that is a base of the disposition

to look red and x is F .36 This, then, gives us three different ways of thinking about the

colors: in terms of dispositions, in terms of microphysical properties, or in terms of first-

order, second level properties specified by linking the two. As I said, I am not going to

take a stand here on which way to go when it comes to the colors. I am only looking

at these particular options to suggest that each of them corresponds to a different level,

or type, of metaphysical involvement between the subjects of color experience and the

colors:

First, if we think of the colors as dispositions, there is a rather clear sense in which

they are relational properties.37 This does not mean that construing the colors as dispo-

sitions commits us to the claim that objects actually have to look colored to someone to

have colors, or even to the claim that there have to be subjects of the relevant kind. If col-

ors are dispositions to look colored, objects have such dispositions whether the relevant

subjects are, have been, or will ever be, around or not. Nevertheless, having the disposi-

tion is not the same thing as having its categorical base. These are different properties:

There are possible worlds where it’s not P, but some other property that is the categorical

base of DP. The property that is the categorical base of DP varies across possible worlds –

but the disposition itself does not. The disposition to look red remains one and the same

property across worlds regardless of how it is realized.

When it comes to the metaphysical involvement between the subjects of color ex-

perience and this disposition, the disposition is a relational property in the rather clear

sense that it results from filling the second slot in the relation of being disposed to look

red to with a kind of subject. What goes in there is, so to speak, directly metaphysically

responsible for which property it is. We could call such properties “directly (subject-

36The position Cohen calls “color functionalism” (Cohen 2003), for instance, construes colors along at
least similar lines. Intriguingly, Cohen argues at some length that on this construal colors do not have the
traits “secondary qualities” are traditionally supposed to have.

37Correspondingly, there might be a clear sense in which this makes them what has been called “response-
dependent” properties (cf. Wright 1988, Johnston 1992) – if, that is, looking red to a subject qualifies as the
kind of response that can make a property response-dependent.
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)relational properties”.

On the second way of thinking about the colors, red is identified with the microphys-

ical property P, the categorical base of the disposition to look red. Whether an object o is

red in a world w now depends solely on whether it has P in w – regardless of whether hav-

ing P makes o disposed to look red in w or not. Just as on the first way of thinking about

the colors, where redness is identified with DP, redness now has a constant modal profile:

being red is being P across all possible worlds. But when it comes to the metaphysical in-

volvement of the subjects of color experience, we are now at the other extreme: On this

way of thinking of the colors, they are not (subject-)relational at all. They can be specified

without any reference to subjects.

However, even if we could provide a metaphysically pure specification of such a mi-

crophysical property (or property-profile) P – isn’t there are strong sense that P has any-

thing to do with the colors only because it has the second order property B of making the

objects instantiating it disposed to look a certain color? Where the ‘because’ is metaphys-

ical? If so, we might think that we haven’t found the right level of subject-involvement for

the colors yet. This level would lie between being directly relational and not being re-

lational at all. What we would need, we might think, is a way of construing the colors

in terms of the relation between first order properties like P and the dispositions they

realize.

On the third way of thinking of the colors, we use first order, second level properties

like PB to do precisely that. That is, here we identify the colors with first order, second

level properties. Redness, for instance, we identify with PB. This way, redness would

again have a constant modal profile: Being red is being PB across all possible worlds.

Looking at the objects instantiating PB across possible worlds, we see that PB and DP are

necessarily coinstantiated. Nevertheless, these are pretty clearly different properties.38

If we think of the colors in this third way, the subjects of color experience will be

metaphysically involved with the colors, but indirectly so. Here, we specify the colors

by means of certain second order properties: being a base of the disposition to look a

certain way. This is itself a relational property, obtained by filling the second slot of the

38If you don’t like the idea that in other possible worlds, the things that are red might not be those that are
P, there is an alternative first order, second level property PB@ you could identify redness with: having the
actual base of the disposition to look red. PB@ and P are necessarily coinstantiated, but again, it seems to me
that these pretty clearly are different properties.
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relation being a base of. And in the case of redness, what it is filled with is our old friend,

the directly relational property DP. Thus, the subjects of color experience are involved in

the metaphysics of the colors on this third way of thinking of the colors, but in quite a

different, more indirect way involving not only the subjects of color experience, but also

the very relation between them and the microphysical properties causing their reactions.

Applying all this to being eligible to be meant or referred to, we can think of this prop-

erty in three analogous ways. Now the things we are interested in, the objects eligible to

be meant or referred to, are themselves properties.39 So, what we want to know is what

makes a property eligible, or, equivalently, what having an eligible property consists in.

Eligibility is a matter of detectable similarity, and the subject whose sensitivity and

metaphysical involvement we are concerned with is the interpreter. On the first way of

construing eligibility, we make being eligible a matter of a property’s being a disposition

of a certain kind: A property is eligible to be meant or referred to iff it is a disposition of

its instances to strike a suitable interpreter as similar. This would mean that the eligible

properties are directly (interpreter-)relational properties. But involving the interpreter

so very directly in the metaphysics of what can be meant would be rather revisionist:

Intuitively, many of the properties we mean by our basic empirical vocabulary are in fact

intrinsic properties of objects such as being rectangular, a rabbit, or rain – properties that

intuitively don’t invite suspicion of relationality the way the “secondary qualities” do, but

nevertheless seem perfectly eligible for being meant, or referred to.

On the second way of construing eligibility, we again go to the other extreme and

think of eligibility in terms of Lewisian definitional distance from fundamental physical

properties. As long as a property is sufficiently close in definitional distance to the fun-

damental physical properties, it is a property eligible to be meant or referred to. This is a

way of thinking on which it might be possible to specify the eligible properties in meta-

physically pure terms, i.e. without any interpreter-involvement. But as we saw above, on

a construal like this detectable similarity becomes a metaphysical coincidence. There is

no guarantee that an interpreter is sensitive to what is eligible to be meant or referred to.

39The properties we refer to can, of course, be of a higher order themselves – we pretty clearly seem to be
able to refer to properties, and properties of properties, and their properties, and so on. To keep matters
simple, I shall abstract from that and only consider pretty basic cases: those observable properties Casey or
any other radical interpreter would be looking for in order to start interpreting what seem to be predicates
used by their speakers.
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What is eligible to be meant or referred to is fixed in complete independence from the

interpreter and her sensitivities, and eligibility might, or might not, make for detectable

similarity in a given world.40

But on a Davidsonian picture of meaning determination, it clearly is grounding de-

tectable similarity that does the heavy metaphysical lifting. So, even if we could specify

the eligible properties in metaphysically pure ways, they would be the eligible proper-

ties only in virtue of making their objects disposed to strike the interpreter as similar. In

the context of Davidsonian meaning determination, that is, it is clearly better to think of

eligibility in a third way: Here, an object has an eligible property iff it has a certain first

order, second level property. More precisely, having an eligible property amounts to hav-

ing a property that makes its objects disposed to strike the interpreter as similar. Just as

according to the third way of thinking about redness an object o is red iff o has a property

that is a base of a disposition to look red, on the third way of thinking about the eligible

properties an object o has an eligible property iff o has a property that is a base of a dis-

position of its instances to strike the interpreter as similar. This crucially does not mean

that the property that is eligible to be meant is the first order, second level property. That

would be as revisionist as construing the eligible properties as dispositions to strike the

interpreter as similar. It is rather that, as I said, an object has an eligible property if, and

only if, it has the first order, second level property. And that means that the properties el-

igible to be meant, or referred to, are the properties that are the bases of the dispositions.

Properties like being rectangular, a rabbit, or rain. And, presumably, being red.

On this construal, the interpreter is metaphysically involved with the properties eligi-

ble to be referred to, but only indirectly so. We can still think of the eligible properties as

in some sense natural, but a natural property gets to be eligible only because of its power

to make similarity detectable. Thus we can refer to intrinsic properties such as being

rectangular, a rabbit, or rain, but which properties are eligible is not determined by their

definitional distance from the fundamental physical properties but by their making their

40This holds even if we think that the relevant possibility space is that of the nomologically possible worlds.
As I have argued elsewhere (cf. Glüer 2006a), the Davidsonian principle of charity is best construed as a
nomological necessity, but restricting the relevant possible worlds to the nomologically possible ones does
not solve our problem. There are nomologically possible worlds where sufficient closeness to the funda-
mental physical properties does not amount to detectable similarity.
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instances disposed to strike the interpreter as similar.41 Thus, we can acknowledge the

essential role of the interpreter in Davidsonian meaning determination without having

to think of the eligible properties as directly interpreter-relational. The resulting pic-

ture of meaning determination is metaphysically impure, but in a somewhat surprising,

rather minimal, and quite indirect way.

To conclude: In this paper, I have investigated the role of the interpreter in David-

sonian radical interpretation. I have argued that there is reason to think that the inter-

preter is not just a dramatic device, but rather plays an essential, if fairly minimal and

indirect role in determining the properties eligible to be meant, or referred to. In David-

sonian meaning theory, meaning is an evidence constituted property, more precisely, a

property constituted by evidence readily available to the radical, but otherwise everyday,

interpreter. In such an account of meaning determination, the eligible properties need

to be specifiable in a way that does not leave the interpreter’s sensitivity to them a matter

of mere metaphysical coincidence. I have argued that the ways of specifying the eligible

properties suggested by Lewis are either covertly relying on an observer, and thus on the

interpreter when employed in the service of Davidsonian radical interpretation – or in

danger of making the interpreter’s sensitivity to them a mere metaphysical coincidence.

But I have also argued that recognizing an essential role for the interpreter in Davidso-

nian meaning determination does not force us to construe the properties eligible to be

referred to as directly interpreter-relational. We can think of eligibility in terms of mak-

ing objects disposed to strike the interpreter as similar instead. Whether the resulting

slightly impure picture of meaning determination ultimately is spoiled – or rather re-

fined – by this ingredient is a question that I have not considered in this paper. But I do

hope to have contributed to gaining a clearer idea of what role the interpreter actually

needs to play in Davidsonian meaning determination.42

41Eligibility itself thus has a modal profile that can instructively be compared to that of a non-rigid definite
description. A property can be eligible in some worlds, but not in others. That by itself does not entail
any prediction regarding the modal profiles of predicates interpreted as expressing, or referring to, eligible
properties.

42I would like to thank Peter Pagin, Derek Ball, Herman Cappelen, Bill Child, Jagdish Hattiangadi, Kather-
ine Hawley, Barbara Partee, Brian Rabern, Robert van Rooij, Barry Smith, Robert Stalnaker, and audiences
in St. Andrews, Barcelona, Stockholm, and Toronto for very helpful comments and questions.
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